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Dealmakers hold ticket to new light-rail line
By Rachel E. Stassen-Berger
and Dave Orrick > Pioneer Press

Gov. Tim Pawlenty and Democratic
lawmakers agreeing on a state budget. Or the powers that be in St. Paul
The long-awaited Minneapolis-St. lobbying everyone on their phone
Paul light-rail line is sitting in limbo. lists. Or the calming presence of an
Its complete trip up or down might outside mediator to make the Metrodepend on Republican Minnesota politan Council and the University of

agree on details before his support
would be complete.
Supporters thought they’d reached
that agreement, and lawmakers, at
CAPITOL CONSIDERATIONS
the
Pawlenty
administration’s
Not long ago, Pawlenty supported request, included the project in their
borrowing measure three months
the Central Corridor project.
In January, he proposed borrowing later. To their surprise, Pawlenty
$70 million to fund the state’s share
but said all parties would have to
CENTRAL CORRIDOR, 6B >
Among the issues affecting the
line’s fate:

Can cash, compromise and concern all coalesce in time?
Minnesota reach accord. Or an affirmative nod from the federal government.
And it might take all of those scenarios playing out at the same time
for the Central Corridor line to get
going.

St. Paul

Brother
struggled
with man
who died
Drug-test results
are pending in
post-Taser death
By Mara H. Gottfried
mgottfried@pioneerpress.com
A 21-year-old man who died
Sunday after a struggle with
St. Paul police, during which
an officer used a Taser on him,
also had fought with his brother and a friend who tried to
stop him from killing himself,
police said Friday.
An affidavit in support of a
warrant to search the St. Paul
apartment where Joe Kubat
died, filed Friday in Ramsey
County District Court, gave
this account of what happened:
Police were called to an
apartment at 380 E. Wheelock
Parkway at 2:43 a.m. Sunday
about a suicide attempt in
progress. Kubat reportedly
had taken LSD and was on the
floor “fidgeting.”
Officers could hear screaming and someone saying, “Get
me a knife, get me a gun,” several times, the affidavit said.
Two officers went in and saw
someone holding Kubat down.
Police tried putting handcuffs
on Kubat, but he resisted and
“was actively crawling and trying to get to his feet in what
officers believed was an
attempt to get a weapon from
the kitchen,” the affidavit said.
An officer with a Taser
arrived and deployed it, striking Kubat in the back of his
legs. The “deployment did not
appear to have an effect on

DETROIT NEWS: KIYA GIBBONS

Como Zoo’s Neil frolics in his temporary home at the Detroit Zoo. He and his twin, Buzz, have moved while the St. Paul zoo undertakes
a $14.5 million renovation of its Polar Bear Odyssey exhibit, set to reopen in 2010.

‘Our boys’ settling in
Como Zoo’s polar bears are exploring and otherwise making themselves at home in Detroit.
By Alex Friedrich > afriedrich@pioneerpress.com
It’s been just over a month since Buzz and Neil moved to the Detroit
Zoo, and already they’re being referred to there as “the boys.”
Thanks a bunch for taking them in, Motor City.
Don’t forget, though: They’re our boys. So just don’t
get too attached to them.
The twins have been lounging there
since April 4, when they arrived in
crates from their old pad at Como.
They’ll stay in Detroit while the
Como Zoo completes a major
renovation of its polar bear
exhibit over the next two years.
Buzz and Neil are now out in

Online: To see
public, having just become legit. They had to
stay in quarantine for their first month
more photos of
while the docs checked them for parasites
Buzz and Neil, go
and disease. (They weren’t doubting their
to twincities.com.
hygiene. It’s standard procedure.)
“We’re really glad to have them here,”
said Scott Carter, director of conservation and animal welfare at the
Detroit Zoo. “The arrival of an animal is a big deal.”
Transporting them was no quick trip to the mall. Como officials
gave themselves three months to prepare for the big move. The key
was training the bears to go willingly into their transport crates.
As Como Zoo trainer Cindy Swanson said, “You can’t force a polar
bear to do a whole lot.”
POLAR BEARS, 5B >

KUBAT, 2B >

Minnesota Legislature

Twin Cities > Republican National Convention

Few answers about spendy conference

1,000 bikes will be ready to roll

DNR event subject of several investigations
By Dennis Lien

about their role in the organization’s
event. But they shed little light on
dlien@pioneerpress.com
how and why taxpayer dollars were
Minnesota lawmakers hoped to spent without legislative approval.
learn more Friday about how and Or why DNR conservation officers
why public money was used for an were authorized to raise money for it
international game-warden confer- on state time, a possible violation of
law.
ence last July in St. Paul.
“It (the hearing) was useful, but …
They’ll have to wait a while longer.
For two hours, state Department of I have more questions than I have
Natural Resources officials talked answers,’’ said Sen. Ellen Anderson,

DFL-St. Paul.
The joint Senate-House committee
session led by Anderson and Rep.
Jean Wagenius, DFL-Minneapolis,
was scheduled after allegations
were raised earlier this week in the
Minneapolis-based Star Tribune.
The newspaper reported that the
DNR spent $196,000 and put an extra
$187,000 of staff time into the event,
leaving outside organizers with a
$76,600 profit.
CONFERENCE, 5B >

Visitors can use free wheels to get around town
By Richard Chin
rchin@pioneerpress.com
First, we’re almost guaranteed a
couple of extra hours to drink in bars.
And now, 1,000 bikes to get around
town.
Just in time for $4-a-gallon gasoline,
that’s the latest welcoming perk lined
up on the red carpet for the Republican National Convention scheduled
to hit St. Paul from Sept. 1-4.

St. Paul Mayor Chris Coleman and
Minneapolis Mayor R.T. Rybak
announced Friday that 1,000 bikes
will be stationed in the Twin Cities
for use by visitors and anyone else
looking for a free alternative to cars
to get around during the convention.
The effort is sponsored by the
Humana Inc. health insurance company in conjunction with the Bikes
RNC BIKES, 6B >
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“It’s all pretty exciting for Buzz and Neil,” Como Zoo trainer Cindy Swanson said, referring to the polar bears, pictured in
their temporary digs at the Detroit Zoo, Neil at left and Buzz at right. The bears are exploring their new digs and will be able
to carouse with the females during their two-year stay while Como renovates its bear exhibit.
CONTINUED FROM 1B

> Polar bears
That meant getting each of
the big lugs accustomed to his
crate, which is about 8 feet
long, 4 feet wide and 5 feet high
and made with 2-inch-square
mesh.
“They don’t know why this is
here (in their living space) and
think (we) might be up to
something,” she said.
It might be tempting just to
tranquilize them, but Swanson
said the health risks outweigh
the effort of training.
Staffers secured a cage next
to an entrance the bears regularly use and left it there for
them to check out.
After a week, the bears
seemed at ease with it, so
trainers began using commands, hand signals and
rewards to get the bears to try
out the crates.
(Buzz and Neil dig lard and
fat from beef and horses. And
romaine lettuce. Go figure.)
Pretty soon “they were very
comfortable in there,” Swanson said.
About 1 p.m. April 3, Swanson and three staffers from the
Detroit Zoo loaded each bear
into a crate. Then a forklift
loaded the crates into a moving van — a scary proposition
even for animals of that size.
The swaying of the truck didn’t
help, either.
Buzz and Neil “were very
nervous at first,” Swanson
said.
The van made it through several tolls on the 14-hour drive
— no one figured out the cargo
— and the crew arrived about
3 a.m. in Detroit.
Staffers opened the crates
into separate rooms so each
bear could mellow out. Within
minutes, Swanson said, the
bears started whimpering.
Swanson knew they were lonely for each other.
“They were sniffing all over
the place,” Swanson said.
“They knew there were other
bears around. They were
brothers, and they knew (the
other was) there. They just
wanted to get back together.”
So they were put together,
and within the hour, each was
munching on about 10 pounds
of herring.

CONTINUED FROM 1B

> Conference
“It looks like we had some
runaway costs here,’’ Wagenius said.
In response to the article, the
DNR is launching a couple of
reviews, and the Office of the
Legislative Auditor has begun
its own investigation.
“We want to make sure we
are doing a full vetting,’’ DNR
Commissioner Mark Holsten
told lawmakers.
Noting the allegations are

How trainers talk to Buzz and Neil

Detroit Zoo personnel are learning the hand signals and commands that Como trainers use to tell
the twins what to do.

Stay!

Paw! (Bear extends a paw —
left or right depending on signal
— so trainers can check its paw
and claws for problems.)

Down! (Bear should hunker
down with his head forward
and down, so trainers can look
at the back of his neck.)

Open! (Bear opens his mouth
for a dental check.)

Crate! (Bear should walk into
the crate. To get the bear to
move to a particular point, a
trainer says, Shift!)

Set up! (Bear should come,
sit and focus on the trainer)

Rise! (Bear gets up on hind legs
and fully extends itself. Trainers
check out his tummy.)
Circle! (Bear circles around so
trainers can check all sides.)

Source: Como Zoo
PIONEER PRESS

760. And if he feels territorial,
he could try to pound the kids.
Because they’re spending
only two years together, Seldon said, the zoo will just keep
them separate.
Still, “it’s all pretty exciting
for Buzz and Neil,” Swanson
said. “There are so many
things to do and explore. It’s an
exciting time of their lives.”
Como trainers will keep tabs
on the boys by talking with
Detroit’s trainers, getting status reports and making occasional visits.
In the meantime, workers
back in St. Paul will construct
Como’s $14.5 million Polar
Bear Odyssey exhibit, scheduled to open in 2010.

Since then, said Michelle Seldon, Detroit’s associate curator of mammals, they’ve been
“pretty easy-going and pretty
laid-back, as bears go.”
Their quarantine area had
two to three 20-square-foot
rooms with a skylight, small
pool and large window for staff
observation.
They’ve had hay to sleep in
and balls to play with. And
they liked to sniff the vents,
Swanson said, because they
carry the smells of animals in
other parts of the complex.
They’ve gotten a lot of attention. Staffers are keeping an
eye on them, and experts have
collected their poop to analyze
in the lab for parasites.
The zoo has three bears —
Talini, a 3½-year-old female;
Bärle, Talini’s 24-year-old

mother; and Norton, a 23-yearold male.
Buzz and Neil were scheduled to meet Talini, who’s staying alone for the time being
because her mom is trying to
mate with Norton in another
part of the habitat. (That’s
right. Beat it, kid.)
They’re also meeting Bärle
— but not Norton.
At almost 1,100 pounds, Norton’s a hoss compared with Alex Friedrich can be reached at
Neil’s 950 pounds and Buzz’s 651-228-2109.

“very serious,’’ he nonetheless
warned legislators the agency
couldn’t answer all their questions Friday, partly because of
the ongoing investigations and
partly because some information isn’t available yet.
The annual North American
Wildlife Enforcement Officers
Association Convention is
held every year in cities
across the continent. A former conservation officer and
president of the state officers
union, Rep. Tony Cornish, RGood Thunder, said cities
compete to host them, and
officers receive valuable training at the conventions.

“We’ve been trying to land
this conference for years,’’ Cornish told his colleagues.
Last year, all 204 state conservation officers were ordered to
attend it, prompting Wagenius
to wonder who was protecting
the state’s natural resources
during that period.
Col. Mike Hamm, the DNR’s
director of enforcement, said
he considered that as well, but
eventually chose to have all of
them come to St. Paul for the
event and its training. Full
attendance at training sessions used to be the norm at
the agency, he said.
Besides the 204 officers, 40

Como trainers will keep
tabs on the boys by
talking with Detroit’s
trainers, getting status
reports and making
occasional visits.

nonlicensed agency staff and
60 volunteers helped with the
conference, according to the
DNR, which said all states
hosting the conferences
understand it takes considerable state help to make them
successful.
Afterward,
Rep.
Rick
Hansen, DFL-South St. Paul,
joined Wagenius in questioning the DNR’s decision to
spend so much money on the
conference and now seek
$300,000 from the Legislature
for more conservation officer
training.
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